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Abstract

Knowledge plays a vital role in managing project. Generally, knowledge is being

categorized into two: explicit and tacit. Tacit knowledge is the .Icnow - how"
knowledge that lies in expert's head, while explicit knowledge is wriuen and

codified knowledge. Both are long term assets to ev€ry project and putting effort to
nurture them is very critical. Though so, most projects are having ditrculty in
sharing tacit knowledge because of its nature that preve,lrted the knowledge from
being articulated and formalized. Therefore, integrating knowledge mnnagEneNf

into project enables tacit knowledge to be captured, codified, and then shared across

the project. One ofthe best ways in sharing tacit knowledge is using storytelling. As
part of knowledge management, storytelling offers sharing of a more strucmred and

absorbable form of tacit knowledge. This paper shares a viewpoint of knowledge

sharing in oil and gas project since the indusry embraces lots oftechnical skills ad
experience based learning. Besides, this paper pres€Nrts the research methodology

which begins with planning until the development process.
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Chapter I : Introduction

1.0 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, this paper will explain on the fundamental information about the

study. The purpose is to provide basic understanding about the study before

explaining deeper information in the next few chapters.

In short, this study concerns about practices of sharing tacit knowledge within oil

and gas project. The study proposes the use of storytelling in order to share tacit

knowledge. Since the study involves deeply into oil and gas industry, this section

will present about the rational of choosing this scope, factors limiting the study, and

feasibility study for this project.

l.l Background

Sharing tacit knowledge has become one of the challenges in Knowledge

Management (Nielsen and Madseq 2006). Most organizations are struggling to

capture and share the tacit knowledge related such as skills and working knowledge

from the experts within the organizations (Imel, 2003). Many studies shows that

most of large corporations including Schlumberger, Xerox, IBM, Ernst & young

and others are starting to build their competitive advantages by strengthening the

strategy in knowledge management (Leavitt, 2002; Kidwell, Linde, & Johnson,

2000; Sole & wilson, 2003, Smith, 201l). Knowledge sharing is part of knowledge

management. As tacit knowledge is diffEcult to be articulated, sharing of this

knowledge is a challenge to the project management. One of the ways to share the

tacit knowledge in project management is through storytelling. Stories can be the

linkages between the tacit and the explicit form of knowledge as stories conveys the

speaker's moral attitude (Linde, 2001).

1.2 Storytelling

Stories have been used to pass knowledge for thousands of years (Brown & Deokar,

2009). Stories allow tacit knowledge to be shared easity (Brown & Gray, 1995).



Ever since human beings have communicated and socially interacted with each

other, stories have played a vital role in exchanging and propagating complex ideas

and disclosing knowledge (Wende & Parissa, 2009). This reflects the effectiveness

of using storytelling to share tacit knowledge. Through storytelling, tacit knowledge

can be embedded in nzuratives and shared (Bhardwaj & MonfuL 2006).

Organizational story is a narrative of past management actions, employee

interactions or other events that are communicated informally within the

organization. (Swap, Leonard, Shields, & Abrams, 2001). Sharing structured stories

help the receiver to absorb the inputs efEciently. Through storytelling, the

storytellers are able to create the flow of the stories. This will help the receiver to

absorb the stories easily.

1.3 Problem Statement

Experts within project management possess deep knowledge in their specialized

areas. The knowledge is mostly experience - based (tacit knowledge) which they

acquired after many years of involvement. This knowledge flows from experts to

another person within the project management through socialization process such as

conversation, discussion, phone calls, and others. The knowledge is circulated

within the project management but not being captured. Without systemic ways to

capture and share the knowledge, the receiver might faces difEculty in capturing

and absorbing the knowledge. This is because the tacit knowledge shared is

turstructured and might ignoring important steps.

Therefore, structuring the tacit knowledge before transferring it to the receiver is

very crucial in order to keep the knowledge flows within the project management.

As part of knowledge sharing method, storytelling is suggested to b,ridge the experts

and members in the project management. Story telling enables experts to arrange

the tacit knowledge accordingly before sharing it with members in the project

management.



Non-captured Tacit
knowledse Knowledge Receiver

(Project Members)
Experts

(Knowledge Giver)

Interactions such as conversations,
brainstorming session, chit-chat

Figure 1.3: Flow sharing of tacit knowledge in project management

One of the ways in capturing and sharing tacit knowledge is using storytelling.

Through storytelling, the experts share the tacit knowledge in a well - arranged

structure. In order to share the stories, a Narrative Management System (NMS) is

developed. Once captured, the stories are uploaded to the Narrative Management

System (NMS). Team members across the project management are able to access

the stories through the system. Narrative Management System (I.IMS) is also

equipped with other features such as comments and tags to e,lrcourage interaction

between members ofthe project ma[agement.

1.4 Objectives

The main objective of the research is to study the implernentation of storytelling as

a mechanism to allow knowledge sharing in a project management. The study aims

at providing the project management with a platform for sharing tacit knowledge.

Not only has it provided the experts with a structured matrod to share tacit

knowledge, it as well as improving the ability for the receivers to capture the

knowledge.

The specific aims of the research are to:

o Understand current practices in sharing tacit knowledge within projtrct

management. This includes the technological and social platforms being used

to share tacit knowledge in project management.



. Identify the challenges in sharing tacit knowledge within project

management

. Analyze and design Narrative Management System (I.IMS) as a platform

of sharing tacit knowledge in project management

1.5 Scope of Study

This study focuses on sharing of tacit knowledge in project management especially

within oil and gas industry. This is due to rapid advance oftechnoloW,anextension

of offshore drilling, as well as numerous acquisitions in the industry that requires an

efficient and effective method of sharing tacit knowledge between the experts and

members of project management. In line with that, many oil and gas corporations

are serious in implementing knowledge management in order to encourage the flow

of tacit knowledge within the project management. Cheuon, Texaco, Schlumberger

and ExxonMobil are among oil and gas companies that benefited fiom knowledge-

sharing culture implemented by them (Leavitt, 2W2). The targeted participants re
members of the project management team which coming from different roles. This

provides the research with data from many angles ofthe project management.

1.6 Limitations of the study

There are a number of limitations affecting the research. For one, the reserch

requires extensive study which subsequently needs a high time commitment. But

since the research period is very short, it is limiting the study in term of time frame.

Second, the research requires the involvement of specific participants who involve

directly with the project management. Unfortunately, since these tlpe of
participants are very busy and hard to catch for an interview; the research might

ends up with alternative participants which is not real target for participants.



1.7 Feasibility study

1.7. I Scope Feasibility

As mentioned previously, this study is focusing on oil and gas industy. Choosing

this industry is coherent as the industry is filled with lots tacit knowledge that is not

caprured. Besides, the study also involves respondents from the industy itself. This

will provide sufficient and accurate input to help the study. Since the institution is

closely related to oil and gas industry, it gives better oppornmity to reach the

resources.

1.7 .2 T ime Frame Feasibility

The study is structured within 8 (Eight) months in which including the development

of the system as deliverables. This period is governed by detailed Gantt chart to

track the progress of the study. The time frame is practical as it fullows the

allocated time by the institution.

9



Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.0 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, the paper will share about the study on literatures that has been

conducted prior to research and development of this project. The purpose of

studying the literatures is to extract information and knowledge that able to

contribute input to the research and development.

At a glance, this chapter explains about the existence of tacit knowledge in oil and

gas project. Not only it has that, the chapter also elucidates the literature study on

knowledge sharing as well as storytelling.

2.1 hoject

project has been practiced since early civilization (Lock, 2007). It is considered as a

discipline which comprises application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to

meet project requirements (Choudhury, 2002). Differ from operation which is

ongoing, project management is unique and temporary (Method 123 Limited,

2003). According to Anantatmula (2003), since processes in project management

are iterative in nature it is vital to integrate project management together with

knowledge management in order to achieve the target of the projeCI. With

knowledge management, it is possible to fiansform knowledge within a project

management into a long term value (Kidwell, Linde, & Johnsoq 2000). This

absolutely explains the emergence of knowledge as primary resource and most

valuable asset in a project management (Cline, Hinsch, Mertha, & Thompsorq

200s).

2.2Tacit Knowledge

As knowledge management is the process through which organizations create a

long term value from their intellectual and knowledge based assets (Santosus &

Surmacz, 2001, p. 1), the assets can generally be gfouped into two categories:

explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is codified and



documented, and its transfer can take place in impersonal ways such as written

instructions and diagrams (Anand, Ward, & V.Tatkonda, 2010). By contrast,

Polanyi (1966) described tacit knowledge as more context-specific as compared to

explicit knowledge and is transferred mainly through social interactions like

conversation and discussion. In project management, tacit knowledge can exist as

the know-how knowledge contained in people's heads (Santosus & Sumacz, 2001).

It can be derived from personal experience which means it is subjective and

difficult to formalize (Nonaka, Totama, & Nagata,2000).

2.3 Knowledge Sharing

Due to the fact that tacit knowledge is hard to be articulated, it is difficult for the

knowledge of it's t)rye to be transferred from one person to another within the same

project management (Endres, Endres, Chowdhury, & Alam, 2007). Lee (2000)

suggested that knowledge sharing is the most effective way of transferring complex

and tacit knowledge. Knowledge sharing enables tacit knowledge to be extracted

from one person, coded, stored, and reused when needed (Smith,20ll). Besides

that, knowledge sharing within or across projects through methods like

conversations, phone calls, and voice mails can help in improving the efficiency

and effectiveness of project management (Ramaprasad & Prakash, 2009). For

example, an expert will involve in socialization process with other members within

the project management. Through the process, the expert strares his experience in

handling specific problem related to the project. The experience shared might be

circulated among the project members but it is not being successfully absorbed.

According to sole & wilson (2003), a study conducted by Instihse of Knowledge

Management suggested that the tacit or experience - based knowledge should be

delivered in more manageable and absorbable frshion; in other word more

structured. One of the ways in sharing a more structtred tacit knowledge is through

storytelling.
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2.4 Storytelling

Academically, story can be divided into two categories; story features definition

and structural affect definition. Story features definition emphasizes on the need to

define the characteristics that determine story quality while structual affect

definition is focusing on the structure of the story to affect the audience (ftorL

1995) Organizational story is defined as a detailed narrative of past management

actions, employee interactions, or other intra- or extra-organisational events.

Organizational story is generated internally and reflect the organizations values and

culttre (Nielsen & Madsen, 2006). Eflective and memorable stories must have

context and focus. The purpose of telling story might be vary either to teach, to

share, or to create awareness (Meganathan, 2009). In order to create meaning and

understanding, storytelling is best used as a mechanism to share the story

(Snowden, 2005). Sole & Wilson (2003) found out that storytelling enables a more

efficient exchange of the embedded and embodied knowledge. In project

management, storytelling enables experts to share tacit knowledge in a structured

way while the listener will be able to capture the knowledge shared as they can

experience the flow of the knowledge easily. To illustrate, Shell developed The

Subsurface Knowledge Sharing Global Network (SKS) to frcilitate op€n

discussions between subsurftce people working in the different Shell locations

(Shell Organizational Performance and Learning, 2001). It provides an open

discussion area where questions and answers can be posted. The SKS frcilitates the

exchange of knowledge including geophysics, geology, petrophysics, reservoir

engineering and integration.

Parallel with the needs, the present paper is suggesting storytelling as a mechanism

to share a more structured tacit knowledge within a project management especially

in oil and gas industry. The present paper includes explanation on involvement of

tacit knowledge in project management, methods implemented to share the tacit

knowledge and the details on suggested storytelling.

t2
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Chapter 3: Methodology/Project Work

3.0 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, the paper will present about the methodology involves in conducting

the research as well development of the output. The purpose of the methodology is

to ensLre that the research is aligned with the objectives ofthis study.

In short, the section explains about the beginning step that is planning and up until

the development process. The chapter will also details about every step on how the

research and development is going to be conducted.

3.1 Research design

The method for this research is constructive research. Selecting this method

provides the research with a direction to analyze the knowledge sharing practices in

project management. Extensive study on the literature related to the research is frst

conducted gain insights and information on the research. Since knowledge sharing

is already being applied in most organizations including the oil and gas pro!:ct

management, the research is designed to get the inputs on the current practices

implemented to share the tacit knowledge.

One of the methods in collecting the inputs is through interview. After analyzing

the inputs collected from the project management, the research proceeds to study

the suitability of implementing storytelling as an alternative solution in sharing tacit

knowledge within the project management. Based on the research, a framework is

expected to be developed on how storytelling can be developed to allow a better

knowledge sharing in the project management.

13



. Literature study

. Rcsearch frameurork

Figure 3.1 Research Methodology

3.2 Method for data collection

In order to mllect the qualitative data for the researcb, one of the beS ways is by

conducting interview with selected participants. A set of interview questions is

prepared to make sure that the interview will manage to collect needed data

Furthermore, the interview is set to be semi - structured. The reason of choosing

this stnrcture is to allow some of the questioning to be led by the respornes of the

participants. Since it is semi - structured interview, the session will be roorded

using video tape to ensure that all the data given is collected.

3.2.1tntervie\r

Research questions are divided into five (5) important themes. By categorizing the

research questions, it helps in building a flow for the process of collecting the data

Listed below are the themes and fen, examples of the research questions for the

interview session with the participants:

Themes Purpose Eremphs

Tacit knowledge

sharing practices

To get the idea on

current knowledge

sharing culture in the

project management

o Hov tlu temt mcmbers

interact or engage onong erch

other?

c How tlre trcit louwledge

being trotfenedfrom ow
percon to mother?

14



Technological

platform

To collect data on

technology used in the

process ofknowledge

sharing

c ll/hat ore the tools being

used to share tacit lmowledge

among the project members?

o How's lhe member's

perceplion about using the

tools?

Social platform To collect data on

involvement of any

social platform in

sharing the tacit

knowledge

o What are the social

platftrms iwolved in

lonwledge sharing?

o How the platforms are

being used to obtain tacit

knowledge?

Challenges in

sharing knowledge

To address the

challenges faced by the

project management in

knowledge sharing

practices

. ll/hat are the challenges

in shoring tacit knowledge

among the team members?

. How to overcome the

challenges?

Proposing

storytelling

To suggest storytelling

as a mechanism of
sharing tacit knowledge

in the project

management

llhat your

expectations on storytelling if
it is used as a sharing

mechanism?

o What kind of stories tlrut

you like to hear?

Fi le of semi - structun :d interview ouestionsigure 3.2: Samp

All the research questions are set to be open - ended since the interview is semi -
structured. The interview is estimated to take place within 30 minutes - 45 minutes

for each participant.

15



3. 2. 2 Selection of participants

The research mainly involves the collection of qualitative data. The qualitative data

is based on interviews with participants from various roles within the project

management. Two (2) oil and gas projects are selected to participate in this

research. An estimation of five (5) project members is selected to represent each

project.

3.3 Method for data analysis

The process of analyzing the qualitative data starts by transcribing the unformatted

data from the interview. The raw unformatted data which is in text is well -
organized accordingly. After completing the transcription process, the data analysis

process is preceded with data coding. Through data coding, the key points from the

interview are remarked at one side of the data. The purpose is to accelerate the next

stages of analysis and writing.

3.4 Designing

After the completion of data analysis, the study will proceed with designing phase.

At this phase, a structure of deliverables is developed based on the input from the

previous phase. It involves designing the diagrams such as user case, sequence,

system flow, context, and window navigation diagram. These diagrams help in

giving basic insights about the proposed deliverables. These diagrams are explained

further in Chapter 4.

16
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Chapter 4: Results and discussion

4.0 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, the paper will present the findings from the data collection activity.

Not only it has that, this chapter will also share the designed protot)rye and explain

about the output of this study.

In short, the results from the interview show that most oil and gas projects do have

platforms to share tacit knowledge. Unfortunately these platfonns are not fully

utilized because of few challenges. Proposing storytelling is one of the ways to

solve the problems.

4.1 Results and Discussion on the interviews

FOUR (4) participants from different oil and gas companies had been selected to

join the study. All participants volunteered to take part in the study through phone

interviews. Analysis of the qualitative data from the interview and the open-e'nded

survey questions provided greater inputs for the study.

Current practices of knowledge sharing re using various ways such as email,

meeting, discussion, chit-chat as well as web - based portal. During the sharing

practices, team members interact with each other. All respondents gave diffferent

frequency of interaction between team members. One ofthe respondents stuedthat:

The frequency of interaction is different considering the roles and level of
the team members.

This shows that at different level of positions and roles affecting the knowledge

sharing process between the team members. A field engineer is rarely can be seen

in the office, therefore the interaction with the field engineer might be less if we

compared to a sales engineer who is available in the ofEce most of the time. On the

otho hand, the interactions between team members and high level managers or

directors are also different. A junior engineer might have lesser opportuity to

18



participate in discussions or interactions which involve only high level team

members.

Generally, there are various types of knowledge such as work - related, general

issues, and lifestyles are shared among the team members. Informal interactions

such as chit - chat and informal discussion are more inviting to include non - work

related issues meanwhile the formal interactions such as meeting and brainstorming

session are more focused and related to work. Besides, all respondents stated that

the knowledge shared is normally considered as deep knowledge. They also

mentioned that the knowledge shared is indeed very useful to their works.

According to one ofthe respondent:

Normally leam members do not actually share lhe basic knowledge because
lo their understanding, all leam members are well-equipped with the basic
knowledge.

Basically, an interaction might involve more than two members and each member

will contribute knowledge to the interaction. Therefore, the more team members

involve in the interaction, this will add more value to the lnowledge. Realizing the

importance of sharing the knowledge, one ofthe respondents mentioned that:

Knowledge sharing expedite the learning process

This shows that the team members are aware of the importance in sharing the

knowledge among them in order to better serve the learning process.

Among the core components of knowledge sharing practices is technological

platform. Indeed, all respondents mentioned that their organizations did provide

technological platform to allow knowledge sharing practices to take place. These

platform normally are web-based and being used internally. These platforms allow

interaction between the team members virtually. For example, one respondent

explained about the internal system which holds repositories on knowledge from

various experts within the organization. Each employee can access the system and

view the knowledge for their references. The respondent also said that:



'l'his portal allows the sharing of best practices thot alreody proven to be
successful previously. Most employees will turn to the syslem to get
knowledge and help them solving certain isszes.

This explains that the employees are benefiting from the platform as it allows them

to share and extract knowledge for their usage. Not only that, as the knowledge is

extracted from the experts, therefore there will be no issue with regard to the quality

of the knowledge shared. This might add more trust to the employees to use the

platform.

Besides the technological platform, there are also sociological platforms involve in

knowledge sharing practices. All respondents mentioned this platform is one of the

ways to share experience more lively. Sociological interactions are face to face

interactions such as conversation, chit-chat and others. Unfortunately, the

knowledge shared through this platform is rarely being picked up by the team

members. This statement is supported by a feedback from one ofthe respondents:

()onversation and chit-chat is very informal. lY'hat you hear is what you get.
But members normally prefer this way of sharing.

This explains that the knowledge shared through conversation and chit-chat is not

captured. Only the members who involve in the conversation will get the

knowledge. Though so, team members normally prefer this way of sharing the

knowledge. Perhaps since conversation and chit - chat is a very straight forward

interaction in which members can ask question directly, observe the expressions,

and listen to every single word being shared.

Most of the respondents preferred that writing down the knowledge during the

conversation is the best way to capture the knowledge. Few also mentioned that by

recording the conversion in video format, it helps in capturing the knowledge.

Though so, few also mentioned that recording the conversion might cause the

knowledge not to be natural. This might be because the members will try to not

disclosing too much knowledge on the video as that might open up them to the risk

of sharing the inaccurate knowledge.



While there are many mechanisms in sharing the knowledge, yet there are still

challenges and limitations in sharing the knowledge. For one, there is low

contribution of knowledge from the project members. Not only is that, the

involvement and participation also quite low among the team members. One

respondent said that:

T'hey refuse to share because they normally don'l have lime and slill lack of

knowledge lo share

This situation might be a valid answer for the low participation and contribution

from the team members. Based on the situation, we can say that members are very

busy with their tasks and works and sharing knowledge require them to allocate

huge amount of time. As sharing knowledge is not critical to thenL then they

decided to just neglect it. Moreover, team members also have the feeling of inferior

in which they do not feel that they are the right person to share the knowledge.

Every member believes that they still have lots to learn and they feel uncomfortable

to share the knowledge since they afraid of others might criticize the knowledge

shared.

The organizations are aware about the challenges. Few important strategies are

taken to ensure that the knowledge sharing practices take place in the organization.

Among the strategies are: giving incentives for those who contributing knowledge,

make it compulsory as sharing knowledge will affect key performance indicator,

provide training for emPloyees.

ln order to better serve the sharing of knowledge in the organization, storytelling is

proposed. Most of the respondents are not familiar with storytelling and its

implementation. Though so, all of them believe it can snhan6p the knowledge

sharing practices. One respondent stated that:

Storytelling is something new. Il sounds more systematic and eficient in
sharing the lcnowledge

2t



Perhaps storytelling is more structured as compared to other mechanism of sharing

knowledge, the respondent can see that this method is systematic and efficient. The

knowledge will be arranged accordingly to ensure that the knowledge receiver can

absorb the knowledge step by step.

On the other hand, other respondent responded that:

Storytelling seems interesting. Though, when actually doing, it may be way
more complicaled and worse - boring. So it fupends on the practicality of it.

The respondent believes that storytelling is bit difficult if compared to other

mechanisms such as discussioq meeting and chit - chat. This is because

storytelling involves the process of capturing the knowledge up until the knowledge

being received by the end user. But, with an efficient structure of processes,

storytelling is better than other mechanism.

All respondents gave different kind of stories they wanted to hear through

storytelling. Among the stories are real incidents happened in the organization,

health safety and environment, success stories, solution to specific problem and

others. In short, the respondents would love to hear the knowledge that is related to

their works and can serve as reference for them.

4.2 Design

4.2.1 Workflow for the designed output

The output is divided into THREE (3) important workflows; capturing tacit

knowledge, codifying tacit knowledge, and sharing knowledge. These all parts are

continuous processes to capture tacit knowledge from the knowledge gver and

deliver it to knowledge receiver.

(a) Capturing Tacit Knowledge

This process is to capture the tacit knowledge possess by the experts. It involves

Two (2) important entities; expert and knowledge capturer. A frce to frce

interview with the expert will be conducted by knowledge capturer in order to
22



capture the knowledge. This interview will be video - taped' During the interview'

expert shares tacit knowledge in the form of storytelling. Though different experts

share different stories, the structure of their stories are basically synchronized using

storytelling.

The storytelling used in this study is based on the Three Acts structure rnodel

which is widely used in writing and evaluating modem storytelling (Baxter, 2011)'

Instead of completely using the structtlre, the study proposes a revised model to

better suit it PurPoses.

The revised model is developed to assist expert in delivering the tacit knowledge

during interview session with knowledge capturer. Besides, this model is arranged

accordingly to let knowledge receiver understand the flow of tacit knowledge

shared bY the expert.
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Act I: Introduction
r Who is the expert?
o What is his qualifications/experience?
o What event the expert will talk about?
. Why the orpert is addressing the event?
r What are the purposes oftelling the event?

Act II: Story Development
. Where the event takes place?
o Roles of the expert in the event
o Problem/s encountered during the event
. Cause/s ofthe problem/s?
o Effect/s ofthe problem/s

Act III: Story Resolution
o Methods of handling the problern/s?
r Solution/s for the problem/s
o What are the lessons learned?
o Recommendations based on the event

Figure 4.1: Expert's Storytelling Model (Baxter 2011)

During the interview with knowledge capturer, expert will be sharing tacit

knowledge based on the Expert's Storytelling Model. This model is divided into 3

parts; Beginning, Middle, Ending. Each part is considered as act for the erpert that

answers the question, "What I need to do?"

The model starts with Beginning part or known as Introduction. Here, the expert is

introduced by detailing the qualifications, experience, and job level. Theq expert

will introduce the event that will be shared by giving the overview, the importance,

and purposes of telling the event.



After closing Beginning part, expert will proceed with Middle part or known as

Story Development. Here, the details of the event are shared. The event is

developed by telling the details on location, roles of expert in the event, and how

exactly the event occurs. After that, expert will tell the conflict of the event in other

words, problem encountered by the expert during the event. This is followed by

cause-effect relationship to tell the audience about the eflecVs generated from the

problem.

The last part ofthe model is ending which is also known as Story Resolution. In this

part, expert will share the solution to the problem occurred in the event. Besides,

expert also highlighting the lesson learned and recommendations to better assist the

audience.

(b) Codiffing Tacit Knowledge

once knowledge capturer is done with capturing tacit knowledge from the

expert, the captured knowledge and recorded interview are transferred and

stored separately into temporary video and knowledge repository. These

repositories are accessible by the knowledge and video editor. This editor is

definitely a different person from knowledge capturer. Knowledge and video

editor is responsible to edit the video and knowledge before putting them

together. Later, these edited video and knowledge will be uploaded into a
system called Narrative Management System (NMS).

(c) Sharing Tacit Knowledge

In order to deliver the knowledge, Narrative Nlanagement System (NMS) is

developed as medium of deliverables. It is a web - based portal thet 6"1r.
facilitating knowledge sharing practices in oil and gas project management.

This system is a bridge between knowledge receiver and knowledge giver.

Knowledge receiver is able to searcll watch, comment, and rate the
knowledge.
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4.2.2 Process for NMS

Interviewi

Passing the

knowledge

he

Knowledge
Capturer

lntervlewng experts 
I

Experts

ing the Requesti

knowled

orlar urB t xPsr [rSE ilrlq
experience using storytelling

ng the

8e

Administrator
Uploading knowledge and

Management
System

rarn[a[ung ure syslem

Displaying the
knowledge

Searching t
knowledge

User

Figure 4.3: Process diagram for Narrative Management System

The diagram above explains the entities that involved in the process as wel as their

roles. To simplifu, experts are the Sources for knowledge as they possess

experience and expertise in certain field. This knowledge will be captured by

Knowledge Capturer through interview. Later, a knowledge capturer will pass the

knowledge to Administrator for modification and editing. Administrator is a person

who is responsible in uploading and tagging the knowledge into Narraive

Management System. User is the end entrty in the process as user can search for the

knowledge through the system.
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4.2.3 Context diagram for NMS

Administrators

Generate systan's
report

Upload and tag

videos

Watch videos, Comment,

save videos, Watch related

videos

Search for videos

Knowledge Receiver
(User)

Narrative
Management

System

Figure 4.4: Context Diagram for Narrative lvlanagement System

The figure above shows TWO (2) entities that will directly interacting with

Narrative Management System. The firs entity is the Administrator that is

responsible in uploading the knowledge which is basically in video format. While

uploading the knowledge, administrator is as well creating knowledge taxonomies

in order to tag the videos.
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Knowledge taxonomy is an approach to organize knowledge by classi$ing the

knowledge according to few categories. In the case of Narrative lvtanrgem€nt

System, the Adminisrators will produce a list ofknowledge toronomies that is also

being shared with the experts that will contribute the knowledge. The knowledge

taxonomies will be used to tag the loowledge. For example, the lcnowledgc

uploaded into Narrative lvlanagement System will be classified according to the

types of knowledge i.e. Corporate Knowledge, Operation Ifuowledge, and othcrs.

As for the users, they are considered as the knowledge receivers in which tky can

interact with Narrative Management System by searctring for knowledgp, watch thG

knowledge in video fonnat, leave comment, or search br other related videos. All

activities performed by the knowledge receivers will be captrnod by the system-

Later,16s Administrator can view the activities reports from the systeo

4.2.4 System flow for NMS

System flow explains abor.c the flow that a uscr will undergo beginning from thc

log in until the user is leaving the system" This flow neods to be bllowod by a uscr

when using NMS. This system is equipped with user friendly tscr interfue th$

enables better undostanding to handle the sy*em"
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4.2.5 Sequence diagram for NMS

The sequence diagrams show the steps shall be taken by the user and administrator.

Figure 4.6 explains the steps that a user will undergo once the login process is

successful. On the other hands, Figure 4.7 shows the steps that will be taken by the

administrator.

Figure 4.6: Sequence Diagram for User

Figure 4.7: Sequence Diagram for Administrator
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Narrative Management System

Upload videos

Watch videos

4.2.6 Use case diagram for NMS

i
Admi

i
User

Figure 4.8: Use case Diagram
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4.3.2 Homepage for NMS
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the homepage

The area is divided into THREE (3) parts; Categories, Latest Knowledge, and

Random Knowledge. Not only has that, a homepage is developed togAher with

those functions:

(a) Search Box

The homepage is equipped with Search box which allows the user to key in the

keywords for the knowledge that they are looking for. It is developed using KM

concept that is knowledge taxonomy. Every knowledge will be tagged accordingly

and if the search matches the tags, then the knowledge will be displayed.
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(b) My Playlist

After watching the knowledge, the user can add the knowledge into My Playlist.

The purpose is to ensure that a user can easily look for the knowledge in the funre

so that the user does not have to ke,y in the keywords anymore.

(c) Categories

For Categories, it implies the knowledge taxonomies in which the knowledge being

grouped into few categories. This will assist the user in searching for ttte knowlodge

as the user just needs to know the kind of knowledge they are lookittg for and thcn

try to browse through the categories. This will definitely shortcn the timc of

searching for the right knowledge.

From the homepage, the user will click on any knowledge thEt they wish to view.

Once clicked, the user will be redirected to the other page where the knowledge in

video format will be PlaYed-
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4.3.3 'Now playing' page
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As shown, 'Now playing' page will be diqplayed when the user clicks on any

knowledge to view it. The page included a box that contains knowledge profilc

which tells the descriptions on the knowledge such as opert's daails, categoly,

date created, brief descriptions, and the tags. Below the box is the spacc br uscrs O

leave their comments. Meanwhile, on the right side, the system will list out random

knowledge.

In comment box, user can leave any comment or question This allows interadbn

among the users. On the other box, user can click and view related knowlodgc.

Before leaving the system, the user will log out.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion & recommendations

5.0 Conclusion & recommendations

Finally. storytelling is a structured mechanism to capture and share tacit knowledge

in a project management. Since the nature of tacit knowledge that is difficuh to be

articulated, one of the best ways in sharing the knowledge is using storytelling.

With the development of Narrative Management System (NMS) to support

storytelling, project management is able to encourage knowledge sharing culture

irmong the project members.

This project concerns with the main objective of the research that is to study the

implementation of storytelling as a mechanism to allow sharing of tacit knowledge

in a project management. Overall, the research is equipped with the study on

knowledge sharing practices in oil and gas project management. and th€

implementation of storytelling to share the tacit knowledge.

There are a number of limitations affecting the scope of these findings. For one. the

research requires extensive study which subsequently needs a high time

commitment. But since the research period is very short. it is limiting the srudy in

term of time frame. Future research would benefit from long and ample period of
research which involves intensive reading on literatures and other research pEpers.

Secondly, the research requires the involvement of specific participants who

involve directly with the project management. Unfornrnatety, since these type of
participants are very busy and hard to catch for an interview; the research ends up

with alternative participants which is not real target for participants. It is advisable

for future research to prepare a larger sample size that would add more significant

inputs to the results.
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APPENDIX 4-L



Results and discussion

Theme l: Tacit knowledge sharing practices

Que.stion l, How lhe team members interact or engogeA;;U;;t6l

Response lnitialCoding

Mostly the team members will communicate through email

weekly update meeting. and community of practice (COp).

Mechanisms for interaction

Que.slion 2: Holy lhe team members communicaling hrough COp?

Response lnitialCoding

COP is a web - based platform that enables the project membeif

to search for information on specified project. Each staff enrolls

into community they should and will interact with other members

within the COP through forum, or online discussion. Besides. the

network for COP is quite wide because it is connected to the COp

at the HQ in KLCC. Therefore lots of documents can be found

within the system. The contributions into COP will affeo thE

lndividual Performance Contract (lPC) of the project members.

The more they contribute. the better the IPC can be. Once in a
year, this COP will gather according to their COP group and

organize a sharing session

COP and how

it works

l

I

I

lncentives for

involvement

Question 3: whot kinds of information being shared iiih; docunenp

Response InitialCoding

The knowledge shared might be varies depending on the rohs ind
positions of the contributors. For example, operations department

is sharing information on the structure of the boiler, functions of
certain equipments, and others. But, it is very rare to see the

departments inside the company are sharing technical knowledge

w ith other departments.

Types of knowtedg-ihffi



Question 4: Why the departments rarcly sharc tlre technical bnwledge?

Response Initial Coding

For one, of course other departments have nothing to do with the

technical knowledge from others. For example, technical

knowledge from operations department has nothing to do with

Human Resources (HR). Besides, technical knowledge is hard to

be shared through a document because it involves details

procedures and information. Project members refuse to share

because it might take time to write the technical knowledge. Not

to rnention that project members do not really have time to read

every single document on the technicalknowledge.

Challenges in sharing

technical knowledge

Question 5: Referring to what you mentioned earlier, lnwftequent oe tlt poject nenbc,5
communicating through email, veekly update meeting@rd COP?

Response Initial Codiry

That depends. For email, might be on daily basis since thc

accessibility to email is quite easy. Weekly update meeting is

sometimes once in a week. But if there is issues, then the update

meeting might be very frequent. For COP might be different br
every project members. Some might be using it daily; othcrs

might use it once in a week, or even not using it in a month.

Frequcrrcy of irterrtkln
between projcct nrmbcrs

Question 6: How is lhe iwolvemen of ilu pruiect membert in *veHy up&te n*etia oA@
Response Initial coding

Project members will get involved if they have tirne. For

operations department for example, Inost of the rnembers arc

working on shift so we don't really have the time to ]lin updatc

meeting.

Particiratbn in htcrttb;
mcchanbms

Question 7: Since tleru is limitation in term of tine, wha oc otler vayslor oprAUw
deptmeru in or&r to slwe bovhdge?



Response InitialCoding

For operations department specifically, we do have discussions

almost daily. Basically the project members are discussing on few

issues regarding the operations. equipments. and even sharing

reports.

Alternative way
knowledge

sharing

Theme 2: Technological Platform

Que.stion t; Instead of email and COP, what ore lechnological tools being used in sharing the
btowledge?

Internally, the company has web based portal known as AX

(Knowledge Management) Database. It contains many

repositories such as procedures, management, and internal

procedures. Each time there is update on the procedures' related

repositories will change automatically. All project members have

the accessibilities to look for the databases and give feedback on

the changes. The portal helps in capturing any changes

modification made in the plants' equipments. The system helps in

centralizing the changed procedures. AXIS helps in knowledge

sharing within the company.

Through AXIS, each project member is required to submit at least

one document a year. The document needs to be submitted to the

Knowledge Management (KM) staff before being shared through

AXIS.

Unlike AXIS, COP is a bit different. COP is department

function based portal. It is forum like platform. For operanion

engineers, they will enroll in COP under the departnrent. The

COP is also equipped with expert finder whereby the project

members can find for exoerts usins the COP. Each vear. the COP

Benefrts of using

AXIS

lmplementation of
AXIS

Differcrrces between

COP and AXIS



members for the department will meet during the sharing session

at least once.

Que.stion 2: whv did you say AXIS database helps in knowledge shetring?

InitialCoding

Because it is more accessible whereby the project members can

even access the database though they are working from home. For

another, it is more structured management in which the project

members need not to worry for data loss.

Advantages of using AXIS
to share knowledge

Que.stion 3: What do you mean by more structured manogement.)

lnitialCoding

Unlike COP. AXIS is more specialized towards technical

knowledge in which the system is not being overloaded with

unnecessary knowledge and information. The knowledge is also

being grouped accordingly. For example. knowledge related to

heating, production of steam, and compressing the gas will be

placed under the process database. Therefore, the project

members have no problem in finding information related to those

processes.

Features of AXIS system

Question 1: How are the project members resporuling ton-ards tlrc w.rte*

InitialCoding

Positive. Since new knowledge can be learnt through the system.

the numbers of voluntarily participants are quite good. The

numbers can be improved if it is made compulsory to all project

members.

Level ofacceptance by
pro.iect members on the
syslem

Theme 3: Sociological Platform



Question l: lYhot ure social platfurm involved in btowledge .sharing ben"een ttre proiea
members?

Response InitialCoding

Commonly the project members engage in conversation and

discussion during break time. There is no specific place like

lounge or others. Normally the discussions can take place at the

pantry. manager's room, or even workplace.

Socialization mechanisms

Que.stion 2: Howfrequent the social platforms being used to share knowledge?

Response InitialCoding

If it is discussion between team members, perhaps three time in a

week. Normally the discussion being initiated by the team leader

in order to discuss on several matters.

But conversation between project members takes place almost

every day. This conversation is informal and sometimes involves

members llom other departments as well.

Frequency in socializing
between project members

Que.stion 3: How the social platforms being used to obtain the btowledge!

Response InitialCoding

Normally the discussion involves few members of the project.

The project members will capture the important knowledge in

discussion by taking the notes before taking the next action.

Sometimes when the project members are not sure with the

knowledge then they will consuh with the right persons to clarify

more.

I must say that later they are also using emailto communicate the

knowledge they obtained from the discussion and conversation.

Implementation of
soc io log ical plat forms

Qr"ttion 1, Wot orc o org th, btonledg" thond th*u@



InitialCoding

I must say there are lots of knowledge and information being

shared through conversation and discussion. From the general

subject until the technical parts. Perhaps because the project

members are comfortable to share knowledge through social

platforms.

But most commonly, they are sharing experience and stories that

they encountered previously because some project members are

coming from other companies and even working in other

departments. So they normally share their experience working at

One thing that is not good about conversation is the rumor-

Sometimes it is hard to split between the fact and runror. For

example, during the tsunami in Japan most of the pro!rct

members were talking about minimizing the operations since

Japan is one of our biggest customers for LNG though the

management issued nothing about the situation.

Types of knowledge

shared through

sociological platbrms

Disadvantages of
sociological plaforms

Question 5: What do you mean by "project members ane mone comfonoble to shoe bnwlectge
us ing social platfotm " ?

Codmg

members. They can have face to face interaction. Beskles, both

are not complicated and can take place during free times.

If compared to web - based portal many refirse to

knowledge because it is complicated and tirrc consuming. By

discussing with the right person, project members can get quick

responses and provide more spac€s to discuss.

Both discussion and conversation are rrcre close to the

Advantages of
sociological pleforms

Advantages of
socblogi;al pknbrurs



Theme 4: Challenges in sharing knowledge

Question l: Ll/hat are the challenges in shoring tacit lonwled@

Response Initial

There are many actually. The obvious one definitely low

contribution from the project members. Not many project

members really wanting to contribute towards sharing of the

knowledge within the organization.

Sometimes, there are too many fileVdocuments shared which

causes too many unrelated knowledge appears when you key in

the search. So the project members would rather go to the right

person and talk to them in order to get information or knowledge

I must say that the awareness on knowledge sharing is atso quite

low since the project members cannot really see the purpose of
sharing the knowledge as each person had been assign to specific

task.

Low contribution

documents

Low awarcness on

sharing

Question 2: why the project members hardly participate in lo@wlectgeitwing?

Response Initial Coding

Project members are too busy with their overload works and

sharing is done if they have time or they are force to do the

sharing it. Like in our case, contribution towards the COP will

Sometimes technical stuffs are very difficuh to be explaine{ so

the project members would rather discover the technical

knowledge on their own.

Time consraint

Technicalitiors ar€ hsrd

to erplainI
Response Initislcodhg-

As I mentioned earlier, the more the proitrt members contribuE l
Stncngthcning thc

imptcmcmubn



towards the system, thc more positive their IPC's can be. This

IPC will be evaluated by end of the year by the managers. Besides

that, each project members are required to contribute at least one

document each year to the system.

Besides, in order to encourage project members to participate in

discussion or training, the management prepar€s

mealVrefreshments.

Theme 5: Proposing storytelling

Question I: Wat ore your exryctotions on storytelling f il is used as a shoring meclrqrism?

Response Initial Coding

Storytelling is good to narrate the process flow of some projrrt-

rnanagement, on how they manage the work' on how they tell

their success or failure stories. However, to explain technical

knowledge is quite difficult if relying on storytelling method

alone, as visual aid is required to help people to understand the

But, if the storyteller can relate the technicalities with his real life

stories, the audience will keen to pay aftention as they can see its

application in the real world. Sometimes it is hard to understand

technical theory alone without knowing its application the real

world.

Storytelling via video can enhance knowledge sharing as peop-F

are lazy to read. Most importantly, the soryteller is an expcrt in

the knowledge so that people are keener to know rnore about the

knowledge.

Using visual aid to

support storytelling

Clear relationship

between stories ald

real life applications

Storytellers must have

Question 2: Stories will be uploaded od slwed though atryb - tased sysienffi



"Narrative management system". What are )Dur expectatioru on lhis syslem-

Response InitialCoding

I am not so sure what it's supposed to look like but all I know is

that the system must be very user - friendly. Because these

project members do not really have much time to figure out every

single button within the system.

For me, as the system can help to deliver the knowHge in an

attractive and interesting way, then each project members will

enjoy using the system.

Of course it is better if the system can allow the projr:ct memUers

to interact and communicate to each other. Not only thatG
video and the knowledge to deliver must be very clear and

interesting.

I believe that if the system can work similarly like AXIS, then it

will be very good or even better since there is going to be vidoo

inside the system.

Uscr - friendly system

-l llnteractive sy$em

I

ear video and

owledge
J",

ltrt

Question 3: Can you explain mone on "video and louwledge to &liver musl be very cleu oul
inlercsting"?

Response Initial Codrng

Definitely the important thing when using vido is how you wfrf
to make sure the person will watch the video until the end of it.

The quality of the video must be very good, the voice must be

very loud and clear and as I mentioned earlier, the visual aid is

very importance so that the project members can relate the

knowledge to the real life situation.

High quality audb ard

visual

Question 4: If the system being deployed to sharc bnwledge, oe ttc pro@
contribute?



InitialCoding

For me, it is hard to predict the participation of project membfr

especially if it is voluntarily. But if the system is really helpful

then the project members willdefinitely use it.

When we talk about participation of project memberg one of the

major concerns is of course the cost of time. Norrnally project

members won't be spending too much time on reading materialg

watching videos and others.

They would prefer something that is informal and more real like

conversation or chit - chat. Perhaps because they can expect

faster responses with face to face interactions.

Helpfulsystem will

Less time consumed

Faser and informal

responses

Question 5: What kind of stories tlut 1au likc to lco??

Initial Coding

l. Rationale of making decision. For example, if previous years

the company made significant changes in the operations, then

there might be a video telling on last years' operations and why it

changed.

2. General information like revenues generated by the company,

or perhaps key message from the top level managernent, the new

developments, and others.

3. Success and failure stories. Operations mainly rehted to safety,

processes, and others. So it might be good if the system can

supply the project members with stories like rcal irrcidents

happened during operations and how to handle the incidcnts"

Tpes ofsorie's


